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Background: Bladder cancer is a major urinary system cancer, and its mechanism of action

regarding its progression is unclear. The goal of this studywas to examine the expression ofADAM

panel in the clinical specimens of bladder cancer and to investigate the role of miR-3174/ADAM15

(a disintegrin and metalloprotease 15) axis in the regulation of bladder cancer cell proliferation.

Methods: The expression of an ADAM gene panel (including ADAM8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17,

19, 22, 23, 28, and 33), including 30 pairs of bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens, was

examined by Ion AmpliSeq Targeted Sequencing. A microRNA (miRNA) that could potentially

target the ADAM with the highest expression level in the tumor tissue was identified using the

online tool miRDB. Next, the interaction between the miRNA and ADAM15 was identified by

Western blot. Finally, the proliferation of bladder cancer cells was examined using MTT

(3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2-H-tetrazolium bromide) experiments (cell prolif-

eration examining) and subcutaneous tumor models by using nude mice.

Results: The expression of ADAM15 in tumor tissue was found statistically significant when

compared to its expression in non-tumor tissue. Additionally, ADAM15’s expression in tumor

tissue was found the highest of all other tested ADAMs. Next, by using the online tool miRDB,

a microRNA termed miR-3174 was identified that targets ADAM15 and inhibits its expression

by binding to its 3′-untranslated region. Finally, we found that overexpression of miR-3174 in

bladder cancer cells inhibited the proliferation of cells due to the inhibition of ADAM15.

Conclusion: In the present work, the data highlight that miR-3174 inhibits the proliferation

of bladder cancer cells by targeting ADAM15.
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Introduction
Bladder cancer is one of the major urinary system cancers; however, the details of its

mechanisms, such as cell proliferation and metastasis, remain scarce.1–3 ADAMs (a

disintegrin and metalloproteases), which belong to a protein family of de-integrating

metalloproteinases, are type I transmembrane proteins (zinc-containing proteases) and

play important roles in regulating cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions.4 So far, more

than 30 types of ADAMs have been identified.4,5 The structure of anADAM is featured

by a conserved RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) motif in its integrin domain that regulates cell-cell

adhesion.5,6 ADAMs have also been found to regulate various physical processes of the

cell, including proteolysis, cell fusion, migration, signal transduction, and release of
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biological activity factors.6 Recently, ADAMs have started to

be considered as important regulators of human cancers,

including lung, gastric, colon, breast, and pancreatic

cancer.7 In the present study, we demonstrate that among

12 types of ADAMs, the expression of ADAM15 was

found the highest in bladder cancer tissue. Here, miR-3174

was found as a microRNA that targets ADAM15. Moreover,

the expression of miR-3174 was found to inhibit the expres-

sion of ADAM15 in bladder cancer tissue. As a result, over-

expression of miR-3174 inhibited the cell proliferation,

metastasis, and subcutaneous growth in vivo of patient-

derived bladder cancer cells.

Materials and Methods
Patient-Derived Bladder Cancer Cell Lines
The paired tissues (the bladder cancer tissues or the non-tumor

tissues obtained in the same patient) of bladder tumor and non-

tumor specimens were obtained by surgery. The collection of

clinical specimens was in compliance with the Declaration of

Helsinki, and the pathological stages (Class 0, A, B, C and D)

of bladder cancer tissues were measured using the Jewett-

Marshall methods.8–10 Furthermore, this study and its applied

methods were approved by the ethics committee of the Beijing

Rehabilitation Hospital, which is affiliated to the Capital

MedicalUniversity (Beijing,China).Written informed consent

was obtained from all the patients. The surgically resected

bladder cancer specimens were preserved in Dulbecco’s

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine

serum (FBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, to obtain

a patient-derived tumor cell line, the tissue was ground with

a 200-mesh steel sieve, and the cell suspension washed with

PBS. Next, the single cells derived from clinical specimens of

bladder cancer tissueswere cultured inDMEMwith 10%FBS.

There were five lines of PDCs including in the present work,

and the PDCs included two lines of Class C (No. 1 and No. 2)

and three lines of Class D (No. 3, 4 and 5).

Ion AmpliSeq Targeted Sequencing
Amplification primers for the ADAM8, ADAM9, ADAM10,

ADAM11, ADAM12, ADAM15, ADAM17, ADAM19,

ADAM22, ADAM23, ADAM28, and ADAM33 genes were

designed using the Ion AmpliSeq Designer tool from Thermo

Fisher Scientific.11 Before use, the primers were mixed

together into one primer pool. For testing samples, the total

RNAwas extracted from each bladder cancer cell line using an

RNA-extraction Kit (Applied Biosystems instruments, from

Thermo Fisher Scientific). These samples were then subjected

to reverse transcription by using the RNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen,

Valencia, CA, USA). Next, the library construction of cDNA

was performed using the Ion AmpliSeq Library Kit and the

Ion Xpress Barcode Adapter reagent (Life Technologies,

USA). The DNA targets—including the ADAM gene panel

—were amplified using a 2 × primer pool buffer with 22

cycles’ amplify (Ion PGM Hi-Q View Sequencing Kit,

Catalog number: A30044, Life Technologiesy Corporation,

USA). The Ion PGM Hi-Q sequencing kit and the Ion

Torrent 318 chip (Ion 318 Chip Kit v2 BC, Catalog number:

4488150, Life Technologiesy Corporation, USA) were used

for sequencing on the Ion Torrent PGMplatform (Ion Personal

Genome Machine [PGM] System, Catalog number: 4462921,

Life Technologiesy Corporation, USA). Finally, the Ion

Torrent data were analyzed using the Ion Torrent Suite v3.0

software (Supplemental Table 1).

Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction

(qPCR)
Total RNA samples were extracted from bladder cancer

cells by using an RNA-extraction Kit (Applied Biosystems

Instruments, from Thermo Fisher Scientific), and the RNA

samples were reverse transcribed into cDNA by using an

RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. The kit (miRNA examination kit) to examine

the expression level of miR-3174 was purchased from

Thermo Fisher Scientific. Next, the qPCR experiments

were performed following the manufacturer’s instructions

(Applied Biosystems Instruments, from Thermo Fisher

Scientific) and the primers from Table 1. The level of

GAPDH mRNA was used as an internal control. The

expression of ADAM15 and miR-3174 in bladder cancer

Table 1 The Inhibitory Rates of miR-3174 on Five Patient-

Derived Bladder Cancer Cells’ Proliferation

PDCs Control

miRNA

miR-3174 miR-3174 +

inhibitor

miR-3174 +

ADAM15mut

Inhibitory Rates on the Proliferation of Bladder Cancer

Cells (%)

No. 1 – 75.33±5.25 25.42±2.88 5.45±0.56

No. 2 – 61.47±3.33 14.22±1.78 3.21±0.44

No. 3 – 70.92±4.05 22.36±3.01 6.35±0.73

No. 4 – 57.44±4.55 10.21±1.11 4.67±0.88

No. 5 – 66.67±3.33 16.81±2.23 5.26±0.75

Abbreviations: PDCs, patient-derived cells included two lines of Class C (No. 1

and 2) and three lines of Class D (No. 3–5); ADAM15Mut, ADAM15 with the

mutated miR-3174’s targeting sites.
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specimens was processed into a scatter plot image: The

x-axis represented the mRNA level of ADAM15 and the

y-axis the miR-3174 level, both from the same sample.

Plasmids and Lentivirus Particles
The expression vectors containing full-length sequences of

pri-muR-3174 and ADAM15 were purchased from Vigene

Biosciences (Jinan City, Shandong Province, China). The

lentivirus particles containing full-length sequences of pri-

muR-3174, wild type ADAM15, and ADAM15 with

mutated miR-3174 binding sites were also prepared by

Vigene.

Cell Culture and Proliferation
The patient-derived bladder cells were cultured in

DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with

10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cells were

treated with lentivirus particles to introduce the expres-

sion of miR-3174 or ADAM15. Then, for the prolifera-

tion experiments, 2000 cells were seeded per well into

a 96-well cell culture plate. After 3 days of culture, the

cells were analyzed by MTT analysis following the

manufacturer’s instructions (Ameresco, USA). The

inhibition rates were calculated as [(O.D. [optical den-

sity] 490 nm of the control group at day 3 of culture –

O.D. 490 nm of the control group at day 0 of culture) –

(O.D. 490 nm of the administration group at day 3 of

culture – O.D. 490 nm of the administration group

at day 0 of culture)]/(O.D. 490 nm of the control

group at day 3 of culture – O.D. 490 nm of the control

group at day 0 of culture) × 100%.12,13

Transwell Experiments
The patient-derived bladder cells were cultured in

DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with

10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cells were

treated with lentivirus particles to introduce the expres-

sion of miR-3174 or ADAM15. For the cell invasion

transwell experiment, the bottom of the chamber was

first coated with ECM gel (extra-cellular matrix gel,

Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). For the cell migration

transwell experiment, the ECM gel was not required.

The cells were seeded into the transwell chambers

(8000 cells per chamber). For both experiments, the

chambers were cultured for 12–16 hours at 37°C with

5% CO2 condition. Next, the chambers were fixed using

absolute ethanol, followed by staining with a crystal

violet dye solution (0.25% w/v). Afterward, images of

the chambers were obtained, and the chambers extracted

by absolute ethanol. The absorbance value (O.D., optical

density) was measured at a wavelength of 546 nm. The

inhibition rates were calculated as (O.D. 546 nm of the

control group – O.D. 546 nm of the administration

group)/(O.D. 546 nm of the control group) × 100%.14–16

Subcutaneous Tumor Model
The patient-derived bladder cells were cultured in DMEM

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% FBS

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cells were treated with

lentivirus particles to introduce the expression of miR-

3174 or ADAM15. The subcutaneous in vivo tumor

model experiments were reviewed and approved by the

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the

302nd Hospital of People’s Liberation Army (Beijing,

People’s Republic of China). Nude mice (4–6 weeks old)

were purchased from Si-Bei-Fu Biotechnology (Beijing,

People’s Republic of China). All animal studies were

performed in accordance with the UK (United Kingdom)

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and associated

guidelines. The cells were injected into a subcutaneous

position in the mice. Next, the mice were sacrificed after

6 to 8 weeks, and the subcutaneous tumors were collected

(n = 10 for per group). The mass of the tumors was

measured using a precise balance. The length and width

of the subcutaneous tumors were measured by a vernier

caliper, and the volumes of subcutaneous tumors were

calculated as (tumor length × tumor width × tumor width)/

2.17–19 The inhibition rates were calculated as (tumor

volume of the control group tissue – tumor volume of

the administrated group tissue)/(tumor volume of the con-

trol group tissue) × 100% and as (tumor weight of the

control group tissue – tumor weight of the administrated

group tissue)/(tumor weight of the control group tissues) ×

100%.20

Statistical Analysis
Analyses to determine the statistical significance of the

obtained data were performed using GraphPad

Software (version 6.0, San Diego, CA. USA). The

statistical significance between the two groups was

analyzed using the two-way ANOVA (Analysis of

Variance) with a Bonferroni correction. Additionally,

the correlation analysis of the expression of miR-3174

or ADAm15 was performed using linear regression

methods. Paired samples were tested using the paired-
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sample t-test. All values with a P-value <0.05 were

concerned statistically significant.

Results
The Expression of ADAM15 in Bladder

Tumor Tissue Was Significantly Higher

Compared to the Paired Non-Tumor Tissue
First, the expression level of all ADAMs (ADAM8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 28, and 33) was examined in 30

pairs of clinical specimens (one cancer and one non-

cancer as one pair) from bladder cancer patients. The

results show that the expression of ADAM23 in tumor

tissue was lower than that in non-tumor tissue

(Figure 1A). The expression of ADAM11 (Figure 1K),

ADAM28 (Figure 1B), and ADAM33 (Figure 1C) was

slightly lower in tumor tissue compared to non-tumor

tissue; nevertheless, no statistical difference was found.

For ADAM17 (Figure 1E), ADAM15 (Figure 1F),

ADAM12 (Figure 1G), and ADAM10 (Figure 1H), the

expression was significantly higher in tumor tissue than

in non-tumor tissue (Figure 1). This, while the expression

of ADAM8 (Figure 1J), ADAM9 (Figure 1I), ADAM19

(Figure 1L), and ADAM22 (Figure 1D) was basically the

same between the tumor and non-tumor tissue.

Figure 1 The expression of ADAMs in paired bladder cancer–nontumor specimen. Total mRNA samples from 30 paired bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens were

extracted for Ion AmpliSeq Sequencing experiments. The expression of ADAMs (ADAM23 (A), ADAM28 (B), ADAM33 (C), ADAM22 (D), ADAM17 (E), ADAM15 (F),
ADAM12 (G), ADAM10 (H), ADAM9 (I), ADAM8 (J), ADAM11 (K) and ADAM19 (L)) in paired bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens is represented as a scatter plot

showing the median values of mRNA levels. The differences between bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens were determined (*P < 0.05).
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Compared to the expression level of different ADAMs in

the tumor tissue, the expression level of ADAM15 was

significantly higher (Figure 2). A correlation analysis was

performed of ADAM15’s expression in the tumor as well as

non-tumor tissue. As a result, the expression of ADAM15

was found to be inversely correlated (y =0 − 0.0918x +

0.0252; R2 = 0.2862; P = 0.0023) in both the tumor and non-

tumor tissue (Figure 3A). To further examine the correlation

between the expression of ADAM15 and various stages of

bladder cancer, the expression level of ADAM15 was eval-

uated in various stages: Class 0, A, B, C, and D (Figure 3B).

The results show that a high level of ADAM15 is present in

more aggressive stages of bladder cancer (eg, Class C and D)

than in less aggressive stages of bladder cancer (eg, Class 0

or Class A) (Figure 3B). Overall, ADAM15 was selected for

further investigation.

The microRNA miR-3174 Targets

ADAM15
Next, miRDB was used to identify a microRNA (miR)

that potentially binds to ADAM15. As shown in

Figure 4A, miR-3174 was identified to have a potential

binding site in the 3’UTR (3’ un-transcription region) of

ADAM15. To confirm, Western blot analysis was used to

determine the effect of miR-3174 on ADAM15’s expres-

sion in bladder cancer cells (Figure 4B). The results

showed that the transduction of lentivirus containing

miR-3174 significantly decreased the expression of

ADAM15 (Figure 4B). Transfection of miR-3174’s inhi-

bitor or the expression vector of ADAM15 with

a mutated miR-3174 targeting site in 3’UTR almost

fully blocked the inhibiting effect of miR-3174 on

ADAM15’ expression in bladder cancer cells

(Figure 4B). Furthermore, in agreement with the inhibi-

tory effect, expression of miR-3174 was negatively asso-

ciated with the expression of the ADAM15 protein in the

bladder cancer samples (y = 0 − 0.0659x + 0.0225, R2 =

0.1474, P = 0.0362, Figure 4C). Therefore, miR-3174

was found to be a microRNA that targets ADAM15.

miR-3174 Reduced the Proliferation of

Bladder Cancer Cells by Targeting

ADAM15
The effect of miR-3174 on the proliferation of bladder

cancer cells was determined using MTT experiments. As

shown in Table 1, the transduction of lentivirus containing

Figure 2 The expression of ADAMs in paired bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens.

Total mRNA samples from 30 paired bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens were

extracted for Ion AmpliSeq Sequencing experiments. The expression of ADAMs

(ADAM9, ADAM10, ADAM10, ADAM15, ADAM17, ADAM22, ADAM23, ADAM28,

ADAM8, ADAM11, ADAM19 and ADAM33) in paired bladder tumor and non-tumor

specimens is represented as a scatter plot showing the median values of mRNA levels.

The asterisk indicator (ADAM) indicates the members of ADAM (ADAM8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 28 or 33). *P<0.05 versus the endogenous mRNA level of ADAMs in

cancer specimens within the non-tumor tissues.

Figure 3 The expression of ADAM15 in clinical specimens of bladder cancer. Total mRNA samples from 30 paired bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens were extracted for Ion

AmpliSeq Sequencing experiments. (A) The expression ofADAM15 in paired bladder tumor and non-tumor specimens is represented as a scatter plot: The x-axis represents themRNA

level of ADAM15 in bladder tumor tissue, whereas the y-axis represents the mRNA level of ADAM15 in the respective paired non-tumor tissue. (B) The expression of ADAM15 in

bladder tumor tissue with indicated stages (Class 0, Class A, Class B, Class C, and Class D) is represented as a scatter plot showing the median values of mRNA levels. The significance

levels were of the following comparisons: Class A versusClass 0 (*P < 0.05), Class B versus Class 0 (*P < 0.05), Class C versus Class 0 (*P < 0.05), and Class D versus Class 0 (*P < 0.05).
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miR-3174 inhibited the proliferation of bladder cancer

cells. The transfection of the miR-3174 inhibitor or the

expression vector of ADAM15 with a mutated miR-3174

targeting site in 3’UTR almost fully stopped the inhibiting

effect of miR-3174. For these results, the mean ± SD is

shown of the inhibition rates of miR-3174 on five patient-

derived bladder cancer cell lines (Table 1). Together, these

results indicate that miR-3174 reduced the proliferation of

bladder cancer cells by targeting ADAM15.

miR-3174 Inhibits the in vitro Invasion

and Migration of Bladder Cancer Cells by

Targeting ADAM15
The effect of miR-3174 on the proliferation of bladder

cancer cells in vitro was determined using MTTexperiments.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, Tables 2 and 3, the transduc-

tion of lentivirus containing miR-3174 inhibited the in vitro

invasion (Figure 5 and Table 2) and migration (Figure 6 and

Table 3) of bladder cancer cells. Similarly, the transfection of

the miR-3174 inhibitor or the expression vector of ADAM15

with a mutated miR-3174 targeting site in 3’UTR almost

fully stopped the inhibiting effect of miR-3174. The results

were found as typical images (Figures 5 and 6) and the mean

± SD of the inhibition rates (Tables 2 and 3) of miR-3174 on

five patient-derived bladder cancer cell lines. In sum, miR-

3174 inhibited the in vitro invasion and migration of the

bladder cancer cells by targeting ADAM15.

miR-3174 Inhibits the in vivo Invasion and

Migration in Mice of Bladder Cancer Cells

by Targeting ADAM15
To further examine the effect of miR-3174 on the subcu-

taneous growth of bladder cancer cells, nude SCID mice

were used as an in vivo model. As shown in Figure 7,

Tables 4 and 5, the transduction of lentivirus containing

miR-3174 inhibited the subcutaneous growth (Figure 7) of

bladder cancer cells. The transduction of lentivirus con-

taining ADAM15, containing a mutated miR-3174 target-

ing site in 3’UTR, almost fully stopped the inhibiting

effect of miR-3174. The results are shown as typical

images of subcutaneous tumors (Figure 7) and the mean

± SD of the inhibition rates (Tables 4 and 5) of miR-3174

on five patient-derived bladder cancer cell lines. As such,

it can be derived that miR-3174 reduced the subcutaneous

growth of bladder cancer cells in mice by targeting

ADAM15.

Figure 4 miR-3714 is a microRNA that potentially targets the 3’UTR of ADAM15. (A) The sequences of miR-3174’s binding site and the mutated sequences of miR-3174’s

binding site in ADAM15’s 3’UTR are shown. (B) Patient-derived bladder cancer cell lines – transducted with the control, miR-3174, miR-3174 + inhibitor, and miR-3174 +

ADAM15mut (ADAM15 with the mutated binding site of miR-3174 in 3’UTR)—were harvested for Western blot. GAPDH was used as a loading control. The results are

shown as Western blot images. (C) The expression of ADAM15/miR-3174 in bladder cancer specimens is represented as a scatter plot: The x-axis represents the mRNA

level of ADAM15 in bladder tumor tissue, whereas the y-axis represents the level of miR-3174 in the same bladder tumor tissue.
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Discussion
Recently, bladder cancer has been considered as a fatal

urinary system disease associated with high metastasis and

mortality rates when no optimal treatment is received.21

Although the awareness of hematuria (presence of red

blood cells in urine) is still the foremost indicator of bladder

cancer, the current early diagnosis of bladder cancer is still

not satisfactory.22,23 The prognosis of patients suffering

from non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer is relatively

good; however, the clinical outcome of bladder cancer

with muscle-invasion remains poor.24,25 Thus, it is urgent

to research the involvement of metastasis/invasion-related

mechanisms in bladder cancer. In the present work, we used

Ion AmpliSeq Targeted Sequencing technology to detect

the expression levels of ADAMs in 30 pairs of tumor versus

non-tumor tissues (Figure 8). Here, the results show that the

expression of ADAM15 was significantly higher in tumor

tissue than in non-tumor tissue. At the same time, among the

12 tested ADAMs, the expression of ADAM15 was

significantly higher in tumor tissue compared to the other

ADAMs. The expression of ADAM15 was found to be

closely related to the stages of bladder cancer as well.

This finding suggests that ADAM15 might play an impor-

tant role in the occurrence and progression of bladder can-

cer. The AmpliSeq Targeted Sequencing technology used in

the present work is a highly valuable technology. It has

several advances: (1) AmpliSeq Targeted Sequencing

allows the simultaneous PCR reactions of thousands and

even tens of thousands of reactions; (2) the minimum

amount of required starting DNA is only 10 ng, which is

suitable for the trace specimens; and (3) it is suitable for

samples with degraded DNA or RNA due to the long-term

cryopreservation or multiple freeze-thaw. So, in our study,

the AmpliSeq Targeted Sequencing technology was used to

detect the expression of ADAMs in a series of bladder

cancer tissue specimens. As a result, the findings of these

analyses lay a solid foundation for further study of the role

and regulation mechanism of ADAMs in bladder cancer.

Figure 5 miR-3714 represses the in vitro invasion of bladder cancer cells by targeting the 3’UTR of ADAM15. Patient-derived bladder cancer cell lines – transducted with the

control, miR-3174 and miR-3174 + ADAM15mut (ADAM15 with the mutated binding site of miR-3174 in 3’UTR) – were analyzed by transwell experiments. The results are shown

as (A) images of the transwell experiments, (B) the related invasion cell number, and (C) inhibition rates calculated from the relative invasion cell number. *P < 0.05.
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Previous studies have confirmed that ADAM is

a novel regulator of malignant tumor metastasis and

invasion;26 however, similar reports regarding its role in

bladder cancer are few and the effects not completely

clear.24 In the present work, the expression of various

ADAMs in bladder cancer tissue was examined for the

first time. From these results, miR-3174 was identified as

a miRNA that targets the 3’UTR of ADAM15.

Figure 6 miR-3714 represses the in vitro migration of bladder cancer cells by targeting the 3’UTR of ADAM15. Patient-derived bladder cancer cell lines – transducted with the

control, miR-3174 and miR-3174 + ADAM15mut (ADAM15 with the mutated binding site of miR-3174 in 3’UTR) – were analyzed by transwell experiments. The results are shown

as (A) images of the transwell experiments, (B) the related invasion cell number, and (C) inhibition rates calculated from the relative invasion cell number. *P < 0.05.

Table 2 The Inhibitory Rates of miR-3174 on Five Patient-

Derived Bladder Cancer Cells’ in vitro Invasion

PDCs Control

miRNA

miR-3174 miR-3174 +

ADAM15mut

Inhibitory Rates on the in vitro Invasion of Bladder

Cancer Cells (%)

No. 1 – 62.89±6.73 –

No. 2 – 65.36±5.34 1.51±3.88

No. 3 – 70.75±5.62 2.55±4.33

No. 4 – 66.11±6.92 –

No. 5 – 69.47±5.74 –

Abbreviations: PDCs, patient-derived cells included two lines of Class C (No. 1

and 2) and three lines of Class D (No. 3–5); ADAM15Mut, ADAM15 with the

mutated miR-3174’s targeting sites.

Table 3 The Inhibitory Rates of miR-3174 on Five Patient-

Derived Bladder Cancer Cells’ in vitro Migration

PDCs Control

miRNA

miR-3174 miR-3174 +

ADAM15mut

Inhibitory Rates on the in vitro Migration of Bladder

Cancer Cells (%)

No. 1 – 74.40±8.83 –

No. 2 – 80.75±6.67 –

No. 3 – 78.34±6.19 –

No. 4 – 68.53±7.46 –

No. 5 – 73.95±8.48 –

Abbreviations: PDCs, patient-derived cells included two lines of Class C (No. 1

and 2) and three lines of Class D (No. 3–5); ADAM15Mut, ADAM15 with the

mutated miR-3174’s targeting sites.
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Interestingly, overexpression of miR-3174 inhibited the

proliferation and metastasis of bladder cancer cells by

targeting and inhibiting ADAM15. Based on the factor

that expression of miRNAs in human cancer cells could

be used to silence oncogene expression, it is a promising

approach to achieve an antitumor effect.27–29 Thus, our

data reveal not only the role of the ADAM15/miR-3174

axis in bladder cancer regulation but also provides evi-

dence that miR-3174 could be a potential approach for

bladder cancer treatment. Moreover, previous work often

focused on the genetic alteration of tumorigenesis-

associated genes (eg, TP53, VEGFR, and EGFR).1–5

For this reason, our results are highly valuable as it

expands the understanding of the molecular mechanisms

involved with bladder cancer.

While the studies of ADAMs and their effects on

bladder cancer are few in number, several of them can

be used for comparing our data. Indeed, van Kampen et al

and Jia et al already showed that miR-126 and miR-520f

repress the proliferation and metastasis of bladder cancer

cells by specific targeting.30,31 Additionally, Fu et al and

Fröhlich et al reported that ADAM10 and ADAM12 are

involved in regulating the proliferation and invasion pro-

cess of bladder cancer cells.32,33 Nevertheless, in our

study, the expression of a panel of various ADAMs in

bladder cancer tissue was investigated for the first time.

Our results also showed that the inhibited expression of

ADAM15 via miR-3174 significantly reduced the prolif-

eration and metastasis of the patient-derived bladder can-

cer cells. These results were consistent with previous

results from Lorenzatti et al.34 Interestingly, our results

show that the expression of ADAM23 in the tumor tissue

was lower compared to the non-tumor tissue. Also, the

expression of ADAM28 and ADAM33 in the tumor tissue

was slightly lower compared to the non-tumor tissue,

although no statistical significance was found.

Furthermore, the expression of ADAM17, ADAM15,

ADAM12, and ADAM10 was significantly higher in the

tumor tissue than in the non-tumor tissue. The expression

of ADAM9 and ADAM22 was found similar in both the

tumor and non-tumor tissue. Moreover, these results were

notconsistent with the results from Tyan et al and Yang

et al, who reported that ADAM28 is overexpressed in

bladder transitional cell carcinoma.35,36 More clinical

specimens will be collected for related testing in the

future.

The biological behavior of cancer cells in tumor tissues is

generally affected by the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the

recognition, adhesion, and interaction between cells. In this

perspective, the ECMmodulates the behavior and features of

solid tumors.37,38 Here, the collagen and osteopontin compo-

nents of the ECM can modify the microenvironment in solid

tumors to regulate drug-resistance, proliferation, and metas-

tasis of tumor cells. As a membrane protein, the ADAMs can

function as a key regulator of adhesion and interaction

between cells in their ECM. Here, ADAM15 promotes the

extracellular shedding of E-cadherin, which is involved in

cell activation and proliferation. With such an effect, the

down-regulation of ADAM15 could kill bladder cancer

cells. Thus, the results of the present work also provide

a theoretical basis for future targeted treatment of bladder

cancer. Moreover, ADAMs also have other functions. For

instance, Zhang et al and Dosch et al suggested that

ADAM17 and ADAM10mediate the cleaving and activation

of the NOTCH (Notch Signaling pathway) protein and

enhance the EMT and resistance of tumor cells.39,40 A such,

targeting these ADAMs could be an approach for antitumor

Table 4 The Inhibitory Rates of miR-3174 on Five Patient-

Derived Bladder Cancer Cells’ Subcutaneous Tumor Volumes

PDCs Control

miRNA

miR-3174 miR-3174 +

ADAM15mut

Inhibitory Rates on the Subcutaneous Tumor

Volumes of Bladder Cancer Cells (%)

No. 1 – 85.00±4.80 2.67±16.34

No. 2 – 86.97±5.55 –

No. 3 – 84.31±7.72 3.05±10.42

No. 4 – 73.56±4.48 0.45±9.76

No. 5 – 70.22±3.96 –

Abbreviations: PDCs, patient-derived cells included two lines of Class C (No. 1

and 2) and three lines of Class D (No. 3–5); ADAM15Mut, ADAM15 with the

mutated miR-3174’s targeting sites.

Table 5 The Inhibitory Rates of miR-3174 on Five Patient-

Derived Bladder Cancer Cells’ Subcutaneous Tumor Weights

PDCs Control

miRNA

miR-3174 miR-3174 +

ADAM15mut

Inhibitory Rates on the Subcutaneous Tumor

Weights of Bladder Cancer Cells (%)

No. 1 – 83.25±5.23 5.41±16.09

No. 2 – 87.11±4.42 –

No. 3 – 80.05±6.33 –

No. 4 – 74.73±6.51 3.33±17.44

No. 5 – 82.67±4.25 2.08±9.36

Abbreviations: PDCs, patient-derived cells included two lines of Class C (No. 1

and 2) and three lines of Class D (No. 3–5); ADAM15Mut, ADAM15 with the

mutated miR-3174’s targeting sites.
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Figure 7 miR-3714 represses the in vivo migration of bladder cancer cells by targeting the 3’UTR of ADAM15. Patient-derived bladder cancer cell lines – transducted with

the control, miR-3174 and miR-3174 + ADAM15mut (ADAM15 with the mutated binding site of miR-3174 in 3’UTR) – were injected into a subcutaneous position in nude

SCID mice. The results are shown as (A) images of the tumor tissue, (B) tumor volumes, (C) inhibition rate calculated by tumor volumes, (D) tumor weights, and (E)
inhibition rates calculated from the tumor weights. *P < 0.05.

Figure 8 The proposal model image of the Ion AmpliSeq Sequencing system used in the present work. The primer pool 1 includes the ADAM9, ADAM10, ADAM15,

ADAM17, ADAM22 or ADAM8, whereas the primer pool 2 includes the ADAM12, ADAM19, ADAM23, ADAM28, ADAM33 and ADAM11.
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strategies. Overall, thanks to the various roles that the

ADAMs play in tumor biology, it is valuable to further

examine their functions and mechanisms regarding the reg-

ulation of bladder cancer in the future.

The interaction between miRNAs/genes plays important

roles in the tumorigenesis of human malignancies.41,42 The

investigation on genes and miRNAs seems to be a novel

diagnostic instrument in the medical field; however, the limit

is that often the same gene/miRNA plays a role in different

cancer types.43 Besides the miRs, some new future targets of

therapy, including the immune system, are the promising

strategies for bladder cancer treatment.44–47
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